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Having been shaped by one of the best economic periods 
Australian has ever seen, the Australian millennials enter the 
workforce as the most academically advanced generation.
 
But what do they value the most? 
What are their expectations in work, career and life?
How can the Australian workplace unlock the potential of this 
generation?

NEWS

who aRE tHe 
AUStRALIAn 
MILlENnIAlS?

Join us as we explore 
observations on the key 
generational demographic of 
the next decade – the Australian 
Millennial worker. And how their 
particular  characteristics and 
expectations will ‘raise the bar’ 
for the Australian workplace. 

A DISCUSSION PAPER PREPARED BY HAWORTH

A Shifting Landscape: 
Chinese Millennials in 

the Workplace

Three part Millennials series:

Click here to read

A DISCUSSION PAPER PREPARED BY HAWORTH AND WORKCOLLECTIV

Raising the bar: 
Australian Millennials in 

the Workplace

Click here to read Coming Soon

Millennial series:
Indian Millennials 
in the Workplace

http://media.haworth.com/asset/82857/a-shifting-landscape_chinese-millennials-in-the-workplace.pdf
http://media.haworth.com/asset/82857/a-shifting-landscape_chinese-millennials-in-the-workplace.pdf
http://media.haworth.com/asset/89200/White%20Papers
http://media.haworth.com/asset/89200/White%20Papers
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The Haworth Collection is an exploration of inspiring design 
and refined craftsmanship. This premium and luxury portfolio of 
collaborative furniture celebrates the design heritage of Poltrona 
Frau and Cappellini together with designs from Janus et Cie as well 
as Haworth’s collaborations with design icons like Patricia Urquiola.

The Haworth Collection includes a number of heritage brands offering a
diverse range of iconic designs, functionality and aesthetic options. 
Together the Haworth Collection offers a products across a variety of spaces 
and environments - from commercial office to executive boardrooms and 
lobbies, airports, hotels, and cafés.ublounge.com.

NEWS

HawortH  
cOLlecTion 2017
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INTRODUCING 
ComPly
The Intuitive Seating Experience.

Sleek looks and an amazing new performance 
that’s wholly comfortable. The new affordable 
task-chair hero in the workplace.

Designed to work as hard as you do, Comply 
comes with Haworth’s unbeatable 10-year,
24/7 warranty for added peace of mind.

A more comfortable seat pan, height adjustable 
4D arms, a back that locks to three positions plus 
an optional adjustable lumbar support, means 
Comply can be tailored to a wider range of body 
types and working styles.

Haworth has leveraged its experience as leader 
in task-seating to combine the latest in comfort 
and technology. Comply makes task-seating 
more instinctive and fit-for-purpose.

Comply provides well-considered design and 
a revolutionary weight-activated mechanism 
to maximise your seating experience without 
compromise of quality and comfort.

Comply supports you to do 
your best work, every way.

.Click here to learn more about Comply 

http://www.haworth.com/ap/products/seating/desk-chairs/comply
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EVENTS

EMeRGING tRENd Of HeaLTh
aNd WELlBEING aND ThE
IMpaCt ON ThE WORKPLACE

Facilitated by Jessica Carr, Head of Place Design & Experience for Haworth SE Asia & India, a 
panel consists of Duncan Yong, Head  of Workplace Health & Wellbeing, Lend Lease Australia, 
Kevin Choi, Head of Marketing, Jiahui Health Shanghai, Amena Lee, Wellness Innovator shared 
their respective insights as to what health and wellbeing mean to workplace followed with an 
open discussion with the participants.
 

March 21st, over 50 guests 
gathered together at the 
Haworth Shanghai Kerry 
Center Showroom for a 
Breakfast session on the 
subject of: Emerging Trend 
of Health and Wellbeing and 
the Impact on the Workplace.

Haworth also invited Zovi, a Cartoonist who 
lively recorded the session as another great 
takeaway to end up the morning.
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The world’s first chair designed with edgeless 
comfort. Inspired by nature, Fern puts the person 
at the center of work with new levels of balance, 
flexibility, and performance.
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Fern

P E N U M B R A
C O N C E P T
L A U N C H

S Y D N E Y
17 May 2017

haworth.com/ap/celebratinggreatdesign
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DID YOU KNOW... ?

Check out GE’s new office in Kuala Lumpur 
which was designed with the aim of being an 
agile workplace. 

The space also houses Zody, our high-
performing ergonomic chair that supports 
their focus on employees wellbeing.

Click here to read more

Is your workstation ergonomic enough for 
your wellness? Here are some tips to make 
sure your workstation fits your needs.

Click here to read more

Meet the Windowseat. 

Designed by Mike & Maaike for 
Haworth, the Windowseat not only 
offers you privacy in busy surroundings 
but can also be used to add style in 
any environment. Who said form and 
function can’t coexist?

Click here to read more

Haworth Singapore held a pool 
championship in the showroom with 
various project management companies 
last Friday. We were pleasantly surprised by 
the calibre of the participants who made 
the matches not only intense but also 
exciting to watch.

Click here to read more

Coworking is not just for freelancers and 
start-ups. More and more corporations 
have already started to realize that 
coworking offers great potential for 
fostering innovation. 

How can they be transferred to different 
types of businesses?

Click here to read more

Have you heard about  
”The Hoteling Experiment”?

While it’s still a test, this is about the 
evolution of the concept and not just 
the first-pass space configuration.

Click here to read more

http://trendsideas.com/article/redefining-boundaries-the-agile-workplace
http://bit.ly/2ly0ZYJ
http://www.haworth.com/ap/products/seating/lounge-chairs/windowseat
https://www.facebook.com/haworthasiapacific/posts/1341422435923618
http://media.haworth.com/asset/81444/15483
http://bit.ly/hotelingexperiment
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